URGENT: Still frustrated with soul-sucking recurrent Vaginal Infections? Your special
report is here...

Now Introducing the ‘Intimate Health Formula’, the
World's First, 100% Natural, Permanent Treatment
Program for Almost All Vaginal Infections
... Here’s how to ‘Flush Away’ Bacterial Vaginosis (BV), Candida
Yeast Infection, Chlamydia, and/or Trichomoniasis, in the next 24
hours, in one fell swoop… and how to finally wipe away these
nasty bugs, out of your body once and for all, in the next 3-12
days
Critical Health Alerts:

Scientists discover shocking link between Candida and Cancer. A
study found Candida yeast in 88% of the cancer patients.
Shockingly almost 223 million Americans could be infected with this
disgusting yeast!
Chlamydia goes unnoticed in 2.25 million visibly healthy
Americans each year. If untreated it can cause irreversible infertility or
a potentially fatal ectopic pregnancy.
The sleazy Trichomoniasis parasite attacks 7.4 million Americans
each year and many more attacks go unnoticed. Left untreated, it can
cause horribly painful PID (Pelvic Inflammatory Disease), and premature
delivery, risking the life of the baby!

Bacterial Vaginosis, an embarrassing infection affects a whopping
10-30% of unsuspecting women. As a recurring problem it can cause
miscarriages, and certainly a lot of agony.
So I urge you to LISTEN UP because what you are about to discover can
literally SAVE YOUR (OR YOUR LOVED ONE’S) LIFE AND YOUR
RELATIONSHIP. Inside your special report you will discover:
A simple 15-minute home test to check if the yeast exists inside your
body. And then use the given step-by-step proven methods to kick the bug
out of you - without any side-effects.
Easy-peasy techniques to expose the exact infection and use the given
all-natural simple treatment plans to crush it – without any side-effects.
3 Triggers that feed these little bugs into big bullying BEASTS!
Unfortunately, you could be doing at least 2 of these triggers, right now.
Learn of a $5 kitchen item that provides tremendous relief from the
symptoms within 12 hours flat.
Save a king’s ransom on expensive diagnosis and conventional western
medications that have a shocking 69% failure rate.
Get incredible energy, and gain a sexier body and skin, without yo-yo
diet plans
From: Mia Collins,
Pharmacist, certified Nutritionist, and a health consultant

Dear Friend,
Almost 38,000 women from 75 countries, around the world have used this incredible information
to…

... naturally and permanently cure their vaginal infections like Candida (yeast infection),
Bacterial Vaginosis, Chlamydia (bacteria), Trichomoniasis (parasite). And get rid of these nasty
bugs once and for all -- in just a few days!
And some women used this incredible information to help their family members and friends.
As you might have guessed, a lot of women, young and old, were asking for these secrets. So I
took the unusual step of writing it ALL down. This is the one and only place where I have
revealed all the secrets.
And by a great stroke of luck you have landed here, and I think this is your only chance to finally
improve your health (and relationships).
Because as a health consultant for the past 4 years, I have helped thousands of women, like
yourself, to get rid of the annoying Vaginal infections. And you are going to get it all…
But that’s not all… because on this page, right here, I will reveal something I have never ever
revealed to anyone, not even to my husband.
I will tell you my unusual story of having 2 terrible vaginal infections (and a heartbreak), and...
Then reinventing my health by eradicating all the symptoms and bugs, to having the
loveliest relationship with my husband and,
C-e-L-e-B-R-a-T-i-N-g LiFe each Day, each MoMenT!!!
with terrific energy, passion and great figure. With this you yourself will see the unlimited
possibilities that are in store for you! I am so excited...
Because I healed my infections in a very unique way.
I did it with:
No expensive medication,
No nonsense anti-fungal creams,
No fake Chinese remedy,
No over-hyped vitamin therapy

and nothing that you ordinarily see out there...
What I used was not like anything else you might have seen, absolutely nothing like what you
have read in the health magazines, online or might get from your local health clinic...
Now I almost didn't write this...
In this short story I share parts of my private life that frankly, I'm embarrassed about...
But I know a lot of women want to know how to stop recurring embarrassing vaginal infections
and achieve better health, so I realized I was sitting on something so exciting that it’s almost
impossible to keep a secret and that's why I went ahead and wrote it anyway...
Chances are though, because some of what I have to share is so personal, I won't be keeping
this web page online for long.
In fact, I will probably take this report down by the end of the day. So I urge you to read it word
for word now let's begin.
As a young adult, I was always a perfectly healthy, clean and sexy woman. My boyfriend and I
were enjoying our lives - travelling, partying, trekking and enjoying any which way we found
ourselves.
Once we were enjoying our holidays in beautiful Tampa, Florida, and we have booked a fine
Atlantic-ocean viewing room.
For no apparent reason, he took me to a glamorous beach restaurant. It was expensive for him
(I thought) but he was so into me, the wine was great, the food was mouth-watering and the
sound of the music was soothing, a cool breeze was flowing my hair… and looking out towards
the ocean, I could feel… HE LOVES ME SO MUCH.

Then out of the blue, next morning I found a disgusting ‘foul odor’
coming out of my intimate parts.
As if I am decaying inside. It deteriorated into a very horrible ‘fishy’ smell. I was confused, nice
girls don’t smell, right? Especially when it’s a romantic outing… (Later, inside ‘Intimate Health
Formula’ I’ll reveal what you could do to naturally stop this embarrassment -- without any
chemicals or side-effects).

No doubt, I had to stop him from loving me in a specific way… sex was painful and he was
visibly unhappy.
Then to my horror, next I found a very horrid discharge, like porridge, lumpy, running down my
legs. Am I going to die? I grew tensed, my heart was beating faster, what is happening inside
me?
I would endlessly change clothes and wash myself every hour, but nothing I did would keep the
bad odor away. Holidays were completely ruined.
It was ‘Chlamydia’.
I began losing sleep over so many questions… did he cheat on me? How do I tell him that I
have a STI (Sexually Transmitted Infection)? What if he thinks I cheated on him?

It was time to pay the dues.
Given my medical background, I decided to proceed with natural ingredients that you ordinarily
read about. I avoided fast foods, took commonly suggested foods like honey, lemon juice, etc.
and I used every “comprehensive” trick from the magazines.
But my ordeal didn’t end… excruciating abdominal pains, itching, burning, unbearable pain,
sometimes blood in the urine made me reluctantly rush to a clinic.
Slowly my energy, cheerfulness and confidence evaporated. From a ‘popular girl’, I became a
‘sick girl.’
Suddenly I began avoiding all my friends and going out because I would feel that I don’t
have the energy and I was concerned about the smell.
I just wanted to eat and sleep. I was gaining weight and losing strength… and I was losing the
love of a good life.
And the worst of all?
My boyfriend noticed the weird changes…
One night he noticed the discharge and said, “What’s that?” He just stopped touching me…
he froze, a cold night in hell.
I became self-conscious… I wouldn’t allow him to cuddle me… because I thought he might
smell it… I stopped going out, I avoided friends, parties, dinners, movies, even the gym
because I was terrified others may notice the dirty odor.

Once I overheard a hot guy whispering to his friends, “smells like
a fish-factory there…”
I was mortified, disgusted, sitting there I clamped my legs together with all my might and wished
the fishy smell wouldn't leak out anymore. Oh god, what have I done wrong? Why me?
No surprise, it took a toll on our intimate relationship, we stopped having fun! He was going
away, and I just watched -- no, make that, witnessed -- yes, I just witnessed we were breaking
apart.
He wouldn't look me in the eyes, and I was confused, embarrassed, ashamed and annoyed -when will this infection STOP?
It didn’t….
My boyfriend did… he kicked me to the curb for someone else!
I couldn’t believe it…
I loved him so much, he was my first boyfriend…
Alone I cried for days.
But still those horrible bugs were eating me inside out.
I grew determined… no matter what happened… “I will NOT GIVE UP.” Even though I hated
medicines, and some people suggested to avoid them, I gobbled down antibiotics and drugs by
dozens… in a do or die mode.
Guess what happened next? There is only one way to go: DOWN.

My immunity nosedived… my vaginal flora was destroyed.
…bad, BAD, BAD idea. As if one was not enough I got one more infection!
Candida overgrowth.
It is a yeast, and it is a beast.
Gosh, I mishandled everything.

Then something even more horrible happened...
I was constantly sick, I was always tired, sleepy, a brain fog so severe that my employer
fired me!
Without a job, soon I had hardly anything left in my bank account. I had drained all my savings.
BUT...
NONE. OF. THE. SOLUTIONS. I TRIED. WORKED.
Some stuff kind of helped, but I made no really meaningful breakthroughs.
With 110 dollars and 99 cents left in my bank account…
I felt like a prisoner in my own body. I hit rock bottom. Each day I felt more terrible and more lost
and more sick…

My family and friends thought I’m hypochondriac, something is
seriously wrong with me,
They thought,
“It’s all in your head”
“Why are you TIRED all the time?”
“There is no such thing as candida, you’re just faking it”
After suffering for almost a decade, I was thinking...
"Maybe that’s my destiny"
“Give up, there’s no solution… I’m not going to get rid of it”
“It’s a bane of my existence, accept it”
My life was spiraling down towards uglier, darker and more depressing worlds. And again I just
witnessed it happening.

But just before I was about to give up I had a strange realization that
... changed my life...
I met a god-send man, a Yoga instructor, and he gave me his unique Ancient outlook and joined
the dots for me. I had an epiphany.
And suddenly in a flash, my horrible life **turned around**
I WAS COMPLETELY
CURED
WITHIN A FEW DAYS,
NO SIDE-EFFECTS, NOTHING
ALL THE SYMPTOMS GONE… LIKE THEY NEVER EXISTED, FINALLY THE CHILLING
WINTERS WERE OVER!
My skin got smoother, my excitement was through the roof, and I felt lively and sexy again.
I wanted to go out and play and enjoy this gift of life… I was more energetic and happier than I
ever was. My family was surprised.

I felt like it was Christmas again… but this time it was almost a
decade late!
But… just to be sure I took the lab tests and the results were clear… My doctor was surprised
because she had seen me suffering for five years now, “You have no signs of any infection,
everything is normal and good.” Hearing those words brought tears of happiness to my eyes
and I felt like I had been given a second chance to live my life.
No Candida, Chlamydia or any other Vaginal infection,
No fishy odor, I can sit any which way I like,
I can command him to go down and enjoy me in whatever way he liked,
No discharge… not a teeny-weeny scary drop,
No pain, no muscle or joint ache,

No tiredness or sleepiness in the morning…
No brain fog, everything crystal clear
I was fresh, and full of energy, I joined the gym again, and I went back to college to become a
successful Certified Nutritionist (which I sure did).
The man who helped me in all this, fell in love with me, and complimented me, “I get ultra horny
by your natural aroma...”

Then one day he went down on his knees, took out a diamond ring
out of his pocket and said, “Will you marry me, Mia?” I had tears
rolling down my cheeks...
And it was because I could…
…. CRACK THE CODE TO ‘FLUSH’ OUT BUGS FROM MY SYSTEM!
Now comes the most crucial question: what exactly do you need to do to erase the vaginal
infections?
Well the answer lies at the end of my story... But right now I’ll tell you the best Vaginal Infection
Treatment… Hang on because it might surprise you,
I realized the best vaginal infection treatment is –

NO Vaginal Infection Treatment!!
This may look counter-intuitive, I understand. But you’ll naturally realize it in a moment that
really this is the best treatment plan for any vaginal infection.
Why? Shouldn’t you take those drugs, or antibiotics?

I’m not suggesting you stop taking them, but the thing is they really don’t heal the problem. In
fact, they may aggravate these infections into life-long problems!
Vaginal Infections like yeast, BV, and UTIs typically start with a dose of antibiotics, and they are
proven to leave you in a mess. I’ll reveal it why in a moment.
Right now I’ll reveal 3 triggers that feed these bugs inside your body and turn them into raging
monsters…

Trigger #1: Drugs, Antibiotics, Antifungals Pills or Creams

Could your doctor’s advice be harmful to YOUR health?

Visiting your doctor at the first sign of a problem should be a good thing. Right? After all, every
day 177,000 Americans do it.
Unfortunately, in some cases, this could be THE worst mistake you make.
Few people know this, but even the drugs that are widely considered as “safe” can be
dangerous.
Here's why...
It's because the drugs like antibiotics, antifungals and creams are not effective.
Almost 4 out of 5 Americans are prescribed an antibiotic each year. But it is a huge mistake…
here’s the proof.
Dr. Tom Frieden, MD, MPH, Director, U.S. Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention documents in his report,
Antibiotic resistance threats in the United States, 2013,

source: CDC

"healthcare providers are forced to use antibiotics that may
be more toxic to the patient and frequently more expensive
and less effective. Even when alternative treatments
exist..."

Yes, you read that right, at last, on April 23, 2013, Dr. Tom
Frieden, Director CDC publicly admitted, “alternative treatments exist....” And they are more
effective and less expensive.
Here’s the scary part, he further warned, “Candida, a fungus... is showing increasing resistance
to the drugs.”

Another question is, “Who is forcing doctors to use antibiotics and antifungals?” I will tell about
this scandal in a moment.
But the fact is: Drugs can’t handle these bad boys… because drugs just cover-up the
symptoms. With drugs you think you hold all the aces but you are just fighting a rearguard
action.
Bad bugs return with raging anger, and severe intensity… and then the infections come back
regularly, ruining your life, changing your personality, frustrating you, until you give up.
Without a clue, your doctor increases the dose, which severely devastates your health and inner
balance. And again they return with more intensity. Does it make sense?
Bottom line: Stop drugs now and take decisive action.
But there is an irony in all of this as Dr. Tom Frieden, also noticed, "up to 50% of all antibiotics
prescribed for people are not needed or not optimally effective."
A study, described in The Journal of the American Medical Association, found that women who
took antibiotics for 500 days over a period of 17 years, had twice the risk of breast cancer as
those who took none. Even women taking just one had increased the risk by 1.5 times!
That's just the tip of the iceberg.

Because drugs devastate your natural inner balance!
As you may know, your vagina and gut (and really your whole body), contains different types of
healthy bacteria. And researchers at the University of Maryland found that different women can
host different microorganisms.
The good microorganisms, I call them ‘little friends’, identify bad bugs and kill them, protect us
from harmful chemicals and radicals, boost immunity, and heal inflammation and do much more
than we could handle ourselves.
But antibiotics create mayhem everywhere. Dr. Mark Sircus writes, “It's like a series of bombs
tossed into a market square.” And it kills a lot of ‘little friends’ in your body.
A recent study found that just one course of a common antibiotic devastates your gut
flora for an entire year.
What’s worse? When those good friends are gone, the party is open to gatecrashers with no
bouncers around... vulnerable, many women unknowingly get a yeast infection.

Because alone your immune system is fighting on one battle front, and you can get the infection
on other body parts like your vagina.
Whether it’s UTI (Urinary Tract Infection), Bacterial Vaginosis, Chlamydia, or Trichchomoniasis
or Yeast infection, all these bugs are highly opportunistic. You give them one opportunity and
they will strike back!
My own Chlamydia was a result of taking pregnancy prevention pills as they screwed up my
inner balance. And then after taking the antibiotics, I got a yeast infection!
What’s shocking is: “In US alone, obstetricians and gynecologists write 2,645,000 antibiotic
prescriptions every week. Internists prescribe 1,416,000 per week. This works out to
211,172,000 prescriptions annually. Then pediatricians prescribe over $500 million worth of
antibiotics annually just for one condition, ear infections.”
You can imagine it’s too hard to quantify the total abuse because antibiotics are prescribed for
almost everything:

● Flu

● Sinus infections
● Coughs

● Sore throats

● Ear infections
● Stomach flu
● Bronchitis

● And many more conditions

Dr. Lisa Landymore-Lim wrote in her book, Poisonous Prescriptions, "Antibiotics cause asthma
and diabetes.".
The CDC estimates that roughly 30% of Candida patients with a bloodstream infection die
during hospitalization. The cost for 3-13 days of additional hospitalization could be $6,000$29,000 each year.
Dr. Chris Woolams writes, "It is estimated that 70% of the British population have a yeast
infection. The primary cause of this is our love of antibiotics..."
Moreover, every year, there are more than 140,000 emergency department visits for reactions
due to antibiotics in US alone. And almost 79% of these are due to an allergic reaction.
Can you imagine how deep this rabbit hole goes?

Why? Why are so many resources wasted on drugs? Why was Dr. Tom Frieden concerned
about doctors being forced to use antibiotics?
Nobody will tell you this, but I will reveal it to you…
Well, it’s all because of the GREED.
Greed for money.

Because ‘Big Pharma’ wants BIG profits.
If they can skin you alive for profits, then they will. The formula is simple, "don’t lose the
customer"!
If you get rid of the problem, how will they make money off of you?
With Western medicine, a patch is placed over one ailment, which causes a slew of other
ailments that lead to more drugs, which leads to more ailments, which lead to more drugs, more
ailments, more drugs...
It's a mess for us but nice profit for the pharma industry.
The best way to take your revenge is by taking your health matters into your own hands… and
get well permanently… before I tell you that, let us see the second trigger that is feeding those
bad bugs.

Trigger #2: Certain Kinds of Foods

It’s a well-known fact that the standard American lifestyle provokes bad bugs more than
anything else.
It feeds them, makes them so strong that our ‘little friends’ and immunity together is not able to
overcome them.
Eating sugar is like injecting steroids into these bugs and turning them into raging monsters.
Common foods like candy, ice cream, cookies, cake, pie -- anything loaded with sugar -- acts as
a fertilizer. Carb-heavy foods, like bread, converts to sugar easily, and bugs love such food
items.

Bugs demand more sugar and more carbs, and send sugarcravings.
They make you hate those things that could be fatal to them!
Like some delicious simple foods and spices that are probably lying, right now, in your kitchen,
or you can add to your cart at low-cost in any grocery store, that take 4 important actions on
them:
a) Eliminate bugs;
Some food items are poisonous to pathogens, or they make them weak to help you eliminate
them from your body.
b) Restore immunity;
They provide you the inner strength to fight off the pathogens and keep you -- infection free
forever.
c) Beef up ‘good guys’ inside;
These food items provide natural strength to your friendly microorganisms, multiplying your
capacity to get rid of the ‘bad boys.’
d) And lastly, help maintain your inner balance.
This means that even if you come in contact with those bugs your inner 'balance' ensures they
just pass through your body, without sticking anywhere.
Now this could be new information to many doctors, simply because doctors are not trained in
such discipline. Nor do they have the time to look at the latest research. But the fact is, natural
treatment plans work and are highly cost-effective compared to our conventional medicines.
Later I’ll reveal more about some food items and I’ll give you complete access to the full
information, but before that let’s talk about the most important 3rd trigger for vaginal infections.

Trigger #3: Low immunity
Usually, our bodies are self-sufficient bug killing machines. Our immunity and ‘little friends’
locate, pursue and demolish bad agents and bugs on its own.
But what if we kill our own little friends in our body (with antibiotics)?
Or, for some reason our own immunity goes down or it is fighting on another front? Like if our
immunity is fighting with sinus or cold bugs?

When we are sick or vulnerable we are out in the open like inviting flesh for predators.

Bugs like yeast, bacteria, parasites are highly opportunistic, and
attack at the slightest opportunity.
And when they find the body part (i.e. your vagina) that has lost its natural balance, and the
bouncers are few, then these pathogens party it up.
If fact, some bacteria like Chlamydia can stay low for years, only to appear when you least
expect it. BV can sometimes happen when ‘good guys’ overgrow unchecked. And in the right
conditions, Candida yeast can grow in twice the quantity in 30 minutes!
So you have to keep everything in balance, and ‘Intimate Health Formula’ is designed to give
you that natural balance.
To keep the balance and immunity you must keep these three things in mind,
1. Avoid some food items that hamper your immunity and the balance down there. Harvard
Medical School warns that a poor diet weakens your immune system,
2. Stop using commercial douching products, scented creams, and ineffective and
potentially dangerous tricks because these things screw up the balance,
3. Probiotics are NOT enough, it’s like throwing a water bucket on a blazing hell wild-fire.
It’s a full blown war down there, and the body’s immunity is losing it each hour… but you
need to know certain key things and protocols that maximize the efficiency of probiotics,
4. Taking Immunity boosting pills could be the worst thing you take,
You know, the Big Pharma has only one answer to immunity – boost it.
But the fact is billions of cells work in harmony to keep you healthy and blindly dumping in more
cells can screw up this balance. Even Harvard Medical School warned that blindly boosting
immunity makes no sense.
So you will later discover in the ‘Intimate Health Formula’ that you need to work on the easy
inner balance and strengthen your immunity via natural ways by maintaining the holistic
balance.

Hang on, because right now I’ll reveal exactly how to stop the
malodor, end the discharge and get rid of your infection once and
for all
Now we have seen that conventional methods don’t treat your problem but simply mask the
symptoms for a little while.

So today you’ll get the final solution, a secret method to end the infection by flushing the bugs
out of your body – once and for all!
You must be wondering, does the solution work?
And as I've mentioned, as soon as I figured out this secret my entire life changed.
Some women in an old forum noticed my success and wanted to know my secret...
And so...
I began sharing what I discovered with a few ladies who had decade long infection stories...
And lo and behold, my techniques worked!!!
Check out the comments I got after I shared my secrets with them...
"Initially I was suspicious, have tried many things before without any results but I was desperate
to try anything so I tried it like half of it and… it worked!!!! My decade old infection is finally
gone... just vanished. My energy levels have skyrocketed, my skin has become smoother and
I'm feeling awesome..." x
"WOW girl, where did you get all this information... Why isn't my doctor aware of this? I just
solved my five-year-old problem!!! Thanks Mia, xoxo"
Once I started getting success stories like these I knew there must be more women out there
that I could help...
So I began sharing my advice with even more women -- I went out and began sharing my
advice through lots of different mediums: books, articles, seminars... you name it...
And I guess the word got out, because since then I've taught my secrets to over 38,000 women
from 75 nations, and this is an unusual feat for an unusual girl like me.
And all the time I get messages from women (and their husbands) all over the world telling me
how I have helped them reach a good taste down there and save their relationships.

And I even get messages from women who have turned around their careers and businesses
because the treatment freed up their energy that those bugs were sucking away.
And I want you to get my secrets too...
What I did was, I penned down the complete program called 'Intimate Health Formula' in 121
pages, and you can access it all within 30 seconds,
Because ‘Intimate Health Formula’ is a downloadable guide so you don’t have to wait for
anything to arrive at your home or office.
That means in the next few hours you could have tremendous relief from the symptoms without
lifting a finger!
And you will be date ready. Or, ready to play with your kids or grandkids without
limitations.
Moreover, you get complete privacy because the fact is a vaginal infection is embarrassing. You
don’t want your neighbors, friends or boss to try to find out, what the yeast infection, BV, Clam
or Trichy is?
In ‘Intimate Health Formula’, you’ll discover, step-by-step, exactly how to end four vaginal
infections -- permanently... from the privacy of your home…
...without any side-effects or any expensive ongoing treatments.
Inside you get exactly how to end all kinds of infections and finally flush out alien bacteria,
yeast, or parasites from your body.
Even if right now you are facing the worst kind of outgrowth, rashes, body ache, digestive
problems, bloating… it immediately gets on work to bring you relief from your symptoms and
gives you a plan to stop it forever.
Now here's a sample of what you get in 'Intimate Odor Formula'...

The key to treat a vaginal infection is to get the right diagnosis!

You may be surprised to know that most of the time, lab tests and doctors fail to get the right
diagnosis.
I had to go through 3 expensive tests before my Chlamydia was identified!

You can imagine the frustration and stress women go through when they discover the diagnosis
was wrong, and they were taking the wrong medication which did a tremendous amount of
damage.
But you can avoid all that... imagine concluding with confidence that you have got this exact
infection, and sitting in your doctor’s office, you say, “I’ve this infection, please confirm it with
this specific test, and not the other ones...” And notice I am not suggesting you to ignore
medications, they sure have their place but you need to know when exactly should you take
them…
… and inside the ‘Intimate Health Formula’ you’ll discover when should you go to your doctor
and seek a doctor’s advice… but for most women the natural plan inside this guide is enough to
get rid of these bugs.
So in Chapter 3 of your ‘Intimate Health Formula’ guide, you get the simple step-by-step
techniques and a few questionnaires to pin point the exact problem.
In fact, on page 62 you’ll see a simple 15-minute test, you can do right now and you really don’t
need anything else but a glass of water like this:

This information alone can literally save you tremendous frustration and more than $150 in
various unnecessary tests.
In Chapter 2, page 36, you discover the truth about musky odor and discharge.
Finally, today, once you discover why the aroma of your intimate parts change and why it feels
a certain way, you will realize the exact problem and the best way to combat it.
In Chapter 6, you get the 100% natural holistic Vaginal Odor Formula TM. This simple 5-Steps
protocol is designed to eliminate the root cause of the vaginal infection.
On page 88, you get the step-by-step easy all-natural plan designed to get rid of Candida (Yeast
Infection), Parasites (Trichomoniasis), and Bacteria (BV, Chlamydia).

On page 100 you get simple but critical ways to bring and maintain an inner balance in your
body.
Many people don't know this but there are several types of stress and they all damage your
body and immunity.
But inside your guide you get the exact 5 techniques you can do right now, whether you're in
your home, office, travelling or picking up your kids from school...
On page 103, you'll get 5 techniques to drop the stress levels like a ball and SKYROCKET your
energy levels to jump through your life from dusk to dawn.
Doctors say reduce your stress, but they don’t tell why and HOW. But inside your guide you get
FIVE simple techniques to reduce the stress without you lifting a finger.
And technique#3 is so simple that you’ll kick yourself for not trying it earlier. Technique #5 is so
easy that you can do it the whole day and feel wonderful and boost your youth and vitality to
new undiscovered levels.
On page 73, you’ll see step 1 of the ‘5-Steps to Eliminate Root Cause of Infection’. You’ll get
exactly what foods should you avoid because they are either a source of bacteria, parasites,
yeasts or they feed them or they destroy the natural pH balance of your vagina (and body).
On page 80, you’ll get a wide variety of delicious food items that you can add to your daily diet
and you’ll have a wide-choice of enjoying many mouth-watering food items.
For example, you get:
1) One local spice that packs a deadly punch and unleashes bug-killing activity on almost all
strains of bad bacteria, parasites, virus, and candida yeast.
And best of all, you can use this spice immediately and remove the malodor starting this very
moment, without any side-effects like nausea, itching, hair loss and seizures.
2) Next food is a tree oil, your secret-weapon to fighting yeast and bad bacteria into submission.
This oil instantly attacks like a sword-wielding ninja and kill those bugs by rupturing their
membranes.
This $5 food oil is a highly cost effective way to fight off these infections. In fact, Journal of
Chemical and Pharmaceutical Research, hailed this food oil as "safe drug."

But the medical establishment will not tell you about such simple and natural treatment plans,
because really they can’t make a big profit with a low-cost $5 item. They’ll rather have you go
through $500 tests and pills and chemicals that destroys your inner beauty.
3) Here’s something more, you may have heard that you should not take fruits if you have the
infection.
But there are certain delicious mouth-watering fruits you must take, to boost your immunity and
fight off infections without any side-effects.
Now it could be new information to many doctors, simply because doctors are not trained in
such discipline. Nor do they have the time to look at the latest research. But the fact is, natural
treatment plans work and are highly cost-effective, more than our conventional medicines.
On page 65, you get a complete 12-hour Relief formula designed to eliminate the horrible ‘fishy
smell’ ASAP.
On page 83 you get a proven 3-day formula to clean your body of a large number of bacteria,
parasites, and yeast in one fell swoop.
You also get a simple technique to sweep out heavy metals from your body. These substances
could be toxic, suck your energy and make you sick. And within 30 seconds in ‘Intimate Health
Formula’ you get it ALL and much more simple techniques to arm you.

How much all these lifetime Infection-FREE benefits really worth
to you?
As you know right now some women have already paid a fortune on treating these symptoms.
And for most women these symptoms just come back again and again, frustrating them more
and more.
You may also know someone who has already spent $100s on topical creams, pills to solve the
vaginal infection problem…only to realize the severe health damage they have done.
But as we have already seen YOU can stop all that nonsense and take health matters in your
hands and get rid of infections and the pain once and for all.
So I am offering you a proven 100% natural solution with no recurring costs and no ugly sideeffects. It is a formula to get more youth, beauty, energy and happiness.
You see, the value of this entire package could be easily $197…

Before we move forward, I have something that will make you naturally decide to steal the
‘Intimate Health Formula’ program now.

I want to give you one more special secret gift
This gift is important, and very valuable. Imagine a special service that people usually pay $197
per hour to access, and you get it for FREE. Imagine getting a priority VIP experience for free
before those who have paid $197 per hour for it... In a moment I will reveal how to claim it
through this page...
Yes, it is available through this page only. YOU WILL PAY NOTHING to get this amazing
bonus… NADA… ZERO… ZILCH
What is this FREE amazing bonus gift?
It’s a three-months priority email consultation with a real professional Nutritional specialist from
the comfort of your home. You can email your specialist anytime even if it’s 2 o’clock at night,
and within a few hours you receive complete information as per your requirement and need.
And you can email the specialist again and again until you are satisfied and you get priority
response.
Now, why do you need consultations with a professional Nutritional specialist?
The reason you need this is because we all are unique. Our bodies are unique and different. So
our healing should be tailor built to our situation, age, health etc.
So to keep you healthy, you need a personalized plan. Therefore, it makes sense to get
personalized advice from a professional Nutritional specialist. And it is my personal
commitment, and a lifelong dedication to provide you that.
Naturally at this low price (FREE) the program is a total steal. This is the secret to a total holistic
health and to get a great body. And no surprise, I am flooded with emails and I don’t know how
long will this service be free through this page. So I urge you lock-in your program at this dirtcheap price now.
And don’t forget that this is a permanent proven solution to not just one -- but 4 vaginal
infections. You can use this information to help someone from your family or friends who could
be suffering from it.
By seeing its success I’ve grown so much confident that I am guaranteeing it:

GUARANTEE #1 Program Quality

You will be amazed by the high quality and level of detail throughout the entire program and the
formula.
Every single component has been designed to help you to learn the vaginal infection
environment and implement ‘Intimate Health Formula’ quickly.

GUARANTEE #2 Feel Safe Forever-

After learning just a few key principles in the ‘Intimate Health formula’, you cure symptoms onthe-surface in less than 24 hours and permanently eliminate a root cause of vaginal odor and
discharge caused by bacteria, yeast and parasites within 3-12 Days.
Your results last for a lifetime as long as you continue implementing some of the basic principles
of the program.

GUARANTEE #3 Special Support

When you decide to join the ‘Intimate Health formula’ ‘community’, you are never alone.

Once you purchase ‘Intimate Health formula’, you get 24/7 direct access to the 100% personal
free health consulting for 3 MONTHS and

GUARANTEE #4 Learn to Heal Your Vaginal Infection Holistically
– Or Your Money Back!
Here's your Iron-Clad Money Back Guarantee:

I am 100% confident in my techniques and if you don't see any results after 60 days (that's full 8
weeks), I will give you every penny back and you get to keep the 'Intimate Health Formula' plus
the exclusive lifetime access and bonuses!
Within 8 weeks, in case you are not satisfied for any reason, send me an email on
mia@email.com. I will personally ensure every penny is refunded to your account.

You Have Nothing to Lose And Abundant Health and Love to Gain!

In essence, I take up all the risk, as your investment is risk free.

I’m sure by now you must be feeling confident to invest in the program.
But I am not done. If fact, right now I want to give you more.

As you are aware new health researches take place every day and some counter-intuitive result
show up every week. It’s hard for a common person to separate the wheat from the chaff.
And for that service, you might be knowing that many Journals, and Newsletters charge
anywhere from $50 to $170 to $250 PER YEAR!
But not for you darling… because this program gives you unlimited 24/7 access to FREE
lifetime updates. Means if I find a breakthrough study that could be important for you and your
health or your family's health, or I prepare a special health report, or a bonus for my new
members, or add something to my program, then you’ll be given the first access to ALL of it.
But there will be -- NO stupid monthly renewals, NO nonsense yearly account maintenance
charge -- for YOU. Basically you pay nothing for any future update, special report, or bonus from
me. Today, you lock-in everything for FREE.
I am not sure how long will I keep this option up but I urge you to steal the offer now
because tomorrow the terms may change and I may charge new members a small fee for this
service. If the terms change, unfortunately I might not be able to reverse them for you.
Take a look at this partial list of what you get in the ‘Intimate Health formula’ program:
You get the comprehensive, natural treatment plan to get rid of 4 infections: Candida, BV,
Clam, Trichy,
A fast 100% natural trick to get rid of the bad odor and reach a fine aroma down there,
Laser sharp methods to diagnose the infection, without wasting much money and time,
One simple 15-minute method to diagnose a yeast infection at home,
One secret ancient breathing technique that delivers maximum oxygen to every cell of your
body, keeping you away from any infection or disease,

all,

Truth about your vaginal infection, including how you can finally overcome it once and for

A simple 3-day treatment plan to flush out bugs from your vagina and your body. Once
they are out, gates are slammed on them permanently,
A step-by-step liver detoxing plan to overcome Candida yeast overgrowth, do it and forget

it,

The shocking link between sleep and vaginal infections. Get 4 sleep techniques to
minimize the risk of infection immediately and forever,
A comprehensive no side effects program to naturally boost immunity, without resorting to
nonsense pills,

skin,

Look younger, dramatically boost your energy levels from dawn to dusk and get smoother

Make him fall in love with you, and save your relationship. Enjoy love and romance forever,
Gain your sexy figure back, look young and beautiful, and unlock more happiness,
And much, much more… at just pennies a day.
I believe, and I think you also know that you deserve a much better life and health. You don’t
deserve to suffer like this. And this is your opportunity to live the life of your dreams and get
fantastic health.

Life is too short to live in pain like this. Once you end your
infections, you unlock the good quality of life
Discreet and Secure Ordering

Your information is completely secure. Your payment will be processed through an esteemed
company called ‘Clickbank’, it’s 256-bit secured, and rigorously tested by McAfee on a daily
basis.

When you click the ‘Add to Cart’ button below, you’ll be taken to your secure payment page.
Just feed your credit card details and wait for about 30 seconds to one minutes to access your
‘Intimate Health Formula’ special download page,
Your credit card statement will show a charge from *CLKBANK*. If you share your card
statements with your husband or someone then you can be sure that there will not be an
embarrassing name. You can even say that you have just transferred some money to your
friend… now I reveal your special once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to steal this... just click the
button now and end your infections starting in just a few seconds,

I look forward to see you inside,
Yours Truly
Sd- (signature in ‘Processed Blue’ color)
Mia Collins
PS: If you have any questions, then please contact me on mia@email.com
PPS: Life is too short. If you are still undecided, then let me make your decision easy.
As you know, right now you have only two options with you,
a) You don’t take up your special offer and you continue trying, rather frustratingly, again and
again with all those creams, antibiotics, etc. and continue to suffer from one or the other vaginal
ailments.
Your relationship suffers and your near-and-dear ones go away from you, forgetting you. You
lose touch with your friends and family because you are not able to keep up with them.
You are frustrated, you are alone and your health is dwindling day by day… that’s sad because I
don’t think you deserve a poor life like this. It's time to show people what you are made of...

b) Another option for you my dear is to take up this risk-free chance, click the ‘add to cart’ button
and enter your card details, download your materials and immediately start healing the root
cause of your vaginal problem.
You gain permanent control over your health and you keep amazing vaginal health forever.
Your friends and family feel proud to see you healthy and happy.
Imagine a few weeks from now getting out of bed in the morning, feeling fresh and active.
When you look in the mirror, you see your sexy body and skin again. No rashes or signs
of sickness... your aroma down there amazing like you have never seen before.
Imagine your partner so happy, and so much closer to you than you ever were. He loves
you and appreciates from the core of his heart and he sends you romantic messages
throughout the day even if he is busy... he surprises you and goes down on his knees to
say “I love you.”
Once you get these secrets, you realize that all that is possible and happening, you feel good
about yourself. You feel good about your decision to take up this risk free offer because you and
your partner get to enjoy sex with all its pleasure... and you feel more sensuous than you have
felt in your entire life.
You are full of hope and happiness and bursting with energy, far from any sickness or disease
because you are finally free and happy.
If you believe you deserve a good life… then I invite you to grab it by just clicking the ‘Add To
Cart’ button below and grab your downloadable copy of ‘Intimate Health Formula’ and all its
amazing benefits and bonuses now
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